INTRODUCTION
This short paper introduces the reader to the notion of environmental threats to global peace and security, so called "eco-threats", and looks into shortcomings of environmental protection during hostilities under the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC).
ECO THREATS AS THREATS TO GLOBAL SECURITY: CHALLENGES TO ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY
Environmental issues -referring to the human impact on the environment, also referred to as the anthropogenic impact on the environment -can amount to threats to global security (E Brennan, "Population, Urbanization, Environment, and Security: A Summary of the Issues," Number 22, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Washington DC 1999) when constituting present challenges to "environmental security" (K Hulme, "Environmental Security", in OK Fauchald, D Hunter, W Xi (Editors-in-Chief), Yearbook of International Environmental Law, vol 19 (Oxford: OUP, 2008 ).
If such environmental threats have a nexus to interstate state conflict, they can turn into threats to world peace and security. Examples of environmental issues affecting global security are:
• issues of water scarcity (P Gleick, "Water and Conflicts:
Fresh Water Resources and International Security", International Security, vol 18, no 1, Summer 1993, pp 79-112 The analysis shows their increasing prioritisation as threatening challenges (M Hatzigeorgopoulos, in Isis Europe (ed), "The EU, NATO and Emerging Security Challenges in 2012", European Security Review, May 2012). Consequently NATO created in the summer of 2010 a new division tasked with tackling these so-called "emerging security challenges" (ESCs), and in particular "terrorism, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, cyber-attacks, piracy, and energy and environmental security". In order to facilitate a coherent approach to energy security at its organisational level, in 2012 NATO founded the Centre for Excellence on Energy Security (NATO ENSEC COE), which is located in Vilnius, Lithuania (see http://www.enseccoe.org/).
THE LEGAL PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT DURING HOSTILITIES
The first part of this section looks at the notion of 'eco threats' as potential security challenge, and is followed by a discussion of the protection of the environment during hostilities as a "victim" of war in the wider sense. The goal of these LOAC provisions is to avoid/limit environmental damage in combat when nature and its resources are either targets of an attack or turned into weapons. The scope of these restrictions on warfare are limited due to their nature as optional LOAC treaties (AP), binding only state parties (non-state parties only in cases of the latter explicitly recognising their applicability.) The main problem seems to be that the definitions of armed conflict still remain limited to more or less traditional conflicts with only little room for new conflict categories: as the ILC clarifies, whereas "armed conflict" means a situation in which there is resort to armed force between States or protracted resort to armed force between governmental authorities and organised armed groups." (UN (ed), Report of the International Law Commission, Sixty-third session).
CONCLUSION
The environment is protected during hostilities to a certain extent and as long as within the scope of an international armed conflict. Such protection is, however, still "un-and under-developed" when set in the context of non-international armed conflicts or countering eco-threats outside the scope of regular warfare. Environmental threats are a category on their own and pose a more comprehensive challenge than that of the issue of environmental protection during hostilities. Traditional legal safeguards under international law do not seem to sufficient when it comes to challenging these threats. A solution from a legal perspective should be the further development of the rules of proportionality of the use of force within the framework of the rule of law, as one integral element of customary international law.
